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all in all the most played game on my psp (for some reason i even own a new generation, a saturn
and a dreamcast) and it has yet to get any official form of a sequel. this should probably result in an
increase in sales if anything. despite the game's heavy focus on strategy and easy difficulty, it is still
a dynasty warrior game, and it has very solid gameplay with some of the most vicious controls and
characters in the franchise. it is extremely balanced, but uses the most overpowered characters,
such as that of yoshitsune and zhou tai. the stages are mostly the same, but some are remixed. the
oddian art style with the exceptionally clean and detailed backgrounds, and the fact that there is an
english option help make this game a great dynasty warrior title. the flaws of the game are the
hilariously bad battle system, as well as the lack of modes, that make this game almost unplayable,
such as only being able to have two maps per game and such. however, it is still one of the more
enjoyable dynasty warriors titles for the psone, so hopefully you will get used to it. overall: it took me
about a week to get the hang of the controls, but the game is so good that it will become second
nature in no time. the english subtitles make this game a must buy, and considering the price at the
time, a must buy. the story modes are plenty fun, and the battles are quite easy to play, making it a
good entry point for newcomers to the series. the controls are one of the series' most refined, and
the multiplayer is quite good as well. although, the only flaw with the series is that it's just too easy
and too repetitive. the characters are fun to play as, even the more underused ones, and the
soundtrack is one of the series' most memorable.
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